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TechMatters: A-tisket A-tasket, an Online Reading Basket:
‘Save to Read Later’ Services
Krista Graham, Georgia State University

As a busy instruction librarian, there are many demands
placed upon your time as you prepare for classes and teach
students and patrons to use the library. As you go about
your daily tasks, you may come across information online
(e.g., articles, blogs, or video podcasts) that are of interest
but that you don‘t have time to read or watch immediately.
Enter a new(ish) class of tool, the ―save to read later‖ online
service!
Save to read later services, such as Pocket
(getpocket.com/), Readability (www.readability.com/), and
Instapaper (www.instapaper.com/), allow you to capture and
save the web content that you encounter during your regular web browsing for later viewing and reading when you
have time available. Going beyond the functionality of basic
browser bookmarks, such tools are also intended to facilitate
the reading of long text articles by reformatting them to strip
away distracting content such as advertisements and/or busy
menu systems. Instead, they present the reader with a clean,
simplified layout containing only relevant text and embedded story-related images that can then be accessed from
multiple devices and locations!

General Features
Although each has its own branding and ―personality‖,
the three tools mentioned above share a similar overall purpose and many of the following common features.
Free Accounts
Pocket, Readability, and Instapaper all allow users to
create free accounts for their services (although in the case

of Instapaper, the phone/tablet apps cost a few dollars). To
create an account for each, you need provide no more information than a user name, email address, and password. Accounts are required to use most features of these tools (see
the next section for one notable exception to this rule).
Text View
One of the key features of these three tools is the ability
to reformat complex and cluttered web sites into ―text versions‖, leaving behind only the content of the article and any
embedded links and relevant images (see Figure 1). In addition to the obvious space and performance advantage to the
application that comes with not storing and displaying extraneous menus and images, there is an advantage to the reader
who can now peruse the content without such distractions.
As previously alluded to, text view is the one feature (at
least in the case of Readability and Instapaper) that does not
require an account to use. On the web sites of both applications, you will find a downloadable bookmarklet that you
can simply drag and drop onto your browser‘s bookmarks
toolbar (they look like this in Firefox once installed—
—for Readability and Instapaper, respectively). Clicking on
either one of these options will generate a ―text view‖ version of whatever page you are viewing at the time. An
added feature of the Readability and Instapaper applications
is the ability to reformat the text by changing the font style,
size, color or background (e.g., white text on a dark background), adjust the column width, and in the case of Readability only, hide images, and/or convert links to footnotes.

Figure 1:
Compare the original
web site (left) to the
Readability “text
view” (right).
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Pocket has many of these capabilities, but is less designed for a ‗Read Now‘ situation—it requires three steps to
see a ‗cleaned up‘ text page (‗Add to Pocket‘; then ‗View
List‘; then click on link for the article), while Readability and
Instapaper require only one
Save for Later

Tagging
All three applications provide options for categorizing
(aka tagging) the items in your reading list, although in the
case of Instapaper, a more traditional ―folder‖ system is used.
Once added, tags (or folders) can be used to quickly filter
results (see Figure 3).

The other principal feature of these tools is the ability to
save web pages and articles that you encounter throughout
the day for later viewing at a more convenient time (even
including offline reading via optional web and mobile apps).
In addition to using bookmarklets to save, other options generally include saving from an installed browser extension
(typically available for Chrome, Safari, and Firefox), send
and save via email, and/or save options that have been built
into popular smartphone apps including news readers (e.g.,
Flipboard), feed readers (e.g., Reeder), and various Twitter
applications (e.g., Hootsuite).
Pocket is primarily designed as a ―Save for Later‖ tool
(hence the name – putting things of interest in your online
‗pocket‘, to be pulled out for later viewing). Unlike the other
tools, because of its ―save for later‖ focus, it not only allows
you to save articles, but videos and images as well. Thus, if
you use it for videos and image, it is more of ‗save, organize
and view‘ later tool than just a ‗read‘ later tool.
Mobile Applications
Beyond the ability to access these tools via a browser,
each also offers apps for a variety of mobile devices including iPhone, iPad (see Figure 2 for an example), Android, and
even Kindle and Nook e-readers. While both the Pocket and
Readability apps are free, as mentioned earlier, the Instapaper
application does have a charge ($3.99 for Apple devices/$2.99 for Android).
The great thing about these mobile apps is that, once
synced, your saved articles are available for offline reading,
so you need not worry about having an internet connection
making these ideal tools for getting caught up with your reading while you travel.
Figure 2: Readability‟s mobile interface on the iPad

Figure 3: A Pocket reading list filtered by tag

Share Via Social Media
Instapaper, Readability, and Pocket all provide options,
besides email, that allow you to easily share readings that
you find interesting with your friends and social networks. In
the case of Readability, the option to share is as easy as clicking an icon for the social media tool of your choice (current
options are Facebook and Twitter), logging into your account
(if you haven‘t already logged in for the day), editing the
message you want to send, and pressing the submit button.
Similarly, sharing is available in all versions of Pocket
via a ―share‖ menu that includes options to ―send to friend‖
via email, as well as to post to a variety of popular social networking services including Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn,
Reddit, and many more.
To share via Instapaper, on the other hand, you need to
first link your account to Instapaper for each social media
tool from within your Instapaper account settings. Options
currently include Facebook, Twitter, App.net, Tumblr, Pinboard, and Evernote. Once linked, these applications will
appear as options when you click the ―Share‖ link that appears below each item in your reading list.
Top Reads
Exclusive to the Readability application, ―Top Reads‖ is
a feature that displays the content most viewed (in terms of
both popularity and duration) by other users of the service.
Top Reads can be filtered by either time frame (last hour, last
24 hours, last 7 days) or article length (short, long, all). From
the Top Reads page (http://www.readability.com/top-reads/)
users can follow a link to the full article, or click the ―+ Add
to Reading List‖ link to add it to their article queue.
(TechMatters...Continued on page 10)
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Overall, trial and error seems to be the only way to determine
the extent to which these latter two categories of articles can be
successfully saved and viewed again at a later date.

(TechMatters...Continued from page 7)

A Few Caveats
Of course, as useful as these tools are they do have a few
notable limitations of which you should be aware. First, as you
might expect, the ―text view‖ functionality of these tools does
not work with PDF files. That being said, all three tools do
allow saving of PDF files to a reading list, providing links back
to the original file when you choose to view that article again.
In addition, these tools also have a tendency to be inconsistent in their ability to accurately distinguish between images
that are part of an article‘s core content, and those that are ancillary. In such cases, they seem to err on the side of removing
images so you may need to check closely in cases where you
feel that maintaining access to the embedded graphics (such as
a chart or table included by the author) are key to understanding the content of an article.
Finally, these tools do not work in a predictable or reliable
manner with articles from library databases. In some cases, the
database security features seem to block the ability to view
saved articles, whereas in other cases they work just fine.

In Conclusion
Although differing slightly with respect to features and
functionality, Pocket, Readability, and Instapaper are all very
capable tools for tracking and managing your online reading
lists. After using these tools yourself, you may even find that
you want to introduce them to your students who can use them
when they do their research to save interesting articles that are
tangential to their research but that they want to return to at a
later date. But more likely, these tools will be used not by students but by voracious readers of all types of popular and professional web material—a description that fits many librarians.
In the end, the choice of which to use will really depend
upon personal preference. Luckily, you really can‘t go wrong
since whichever tool you choose you will find yourself successfully saving and tagging in no time at all. At that point, the
only problem may be finding time to actually read all of the
interesting and intriguing articles that you add to your lists!

(Flipped...Continued from page 9)

Conclusion
Even if the flipped classroom model isn‘t entirely new, it
has focused renewed attention on the importance of careful
pedagogy and on finding the best ways to improve student
learning. Students in this multimedia age are comfortable with
using technology to learn on their own. It follows, then, that we
can harness technology to make classroom time more engaging
and to enhance student learning by being able to focus more on
the individual student and their research needs when we are
with them in person.

ing and student engagement. Presentation at the 28th Annual
Conference on Distance Teaching and Learning, Madison,
WI. Proceedings retrieved from: http://www.uwex.edu/disted/
conference/Resource_library/proceedings/56511_2012.pdf
Figure 1: Survey results for both classes
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